London College of Hospitality and Tourism

NEW VISION: NEW IDEAS
The University of West London is a leading modern university specialising in the
education and development of exceptional creative, business and service professionals.
Our vision for the London College of Hospitality and Tourism is to maximise our influence
within national and international markets and to deliver high quality, business-minded
graduates to be creative leaders for a dynamic and demanding industry.
The University is looking to develop key areas to enhance the portfolio of the College.
This development and expansion requires expertise in the areas of Tourism; Aviation and
Airline; Hospitality and Event Management and Food Studies.
To successfully deliver our expansion plans for the College we are looking to appoint
exceptional individuals. We are keen to speak with candidates who have the drive and
commitment to enhance the academic profile of the College at both undergraduate and
postgraduate levels. Innovation in the design and delivery of postgraduate programmes
and a keen pursuit of excellence in both scholarship and applied research is essential.
If you think you have the ambition and creativity to develop our new vision for the
College, we look forward to receiving your application.
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Head of Subject in Aviation and Tourism
Head of Subject in Hospitality Management and Food Studies
Professors/Associate Professors in Hospitality Management and Food Studies
Professors/Associate Professors in Events Management
Professors/Associate Professors in Aviation and Tourism
Senior Lecturers/Lecturers in Aviation and Tourism
Senior Lecturers/Lecturers in Hospitality Management and Food Studies
Senior Lecturers/Lecturers in Events Management

For an informal discussion about the posts, please contact the Deputy Vice Chancellor:
Professor Kathryn Mitchell | (0)20 8231 2349 | kathryn.mitchell@uwl.ac.uk
For further details, and to apply online please visit jobs.uwl.ac.uk
CVs without an online application will not be accepted.
Closing date for receipt of applications for the posts: 27 May 2015.
Interviews are expected to take place week commencing 1st June 2015.

